European Arrow Mount Assembly Instructions
Parts Included
What You Will Need
1 large triangle
Drill or screw driver
1 medium triangle
Extended #2 Phillips drill bit
1 small triangle
Hard, flat working surface
1 mounting bracket
5 large screws (for the mount and skull)
1 small screw (for the mounting bracket)
1. On a flat hard surface, lay the large triangle piece back
side up and put two
of the 1inch screws in pre drilled holes and flip over (the back side
has the recessed holes).

2. Take the medium triangle with the long flat side down and line up the tips of the arrow and the back
side so it is centered. THE BACK NEEDS TO BE FLUSH EVEN IF THE TIP OF THE
ARROW IS NOT PERFECTLY LINED UP. Push down on the top of the small
triangle to make an indentation. This will give you markings on the wood for
screw placement. Your screws are self-tapping, so you will not need to predrill
holes (though, it can make it easier).

3. Hold the pieces together with the screws in place and flip unit over and screw in the one screw just
until it grabs into the wood. Then start screwing in the second
screw part way. You will want to make sure you don’t tighten one
screw fully at a time. Keep tightening each screw a little at a time
making sure the placement of the two triangle pieces stay lined up
properly. It is more important for the back to be lined up than the
tip of the arrow.

4. Take small triangle and line it up on the opposite side of the medium triangle to the TIP of the arrow
ONLY. The back of the arrow will NOT line up (it will be slightly
short and this is intentional for the stability of the mount). With
the tip lined up, screw in the two other I inch screws. Use the
same process as above, slightly screwing in each screw slowly
one at a time so the tip stays lined up as you tighten the screws.

5. The mounting bracket must be attached even if you don’t plan on hanging it on a wall. It is also
necessary for the stability of the mount on a table surface. Using
the edge of a hard, flat surface,
aligning the bracket on the back
of the large triangle. Using the
edge of the hard surface will
allow for proper bracket
placement and ease of
attachment.

6. DO NOT BE AFRAID, but now it’s time to mount the skull to the arrow
head mount. YOUR SCULL WILL NOT CRACK. About 3/8in down from
the spinal column is where you will take a pen
and make a mark. You can pre drill the skull, but
it is not necessary. Take the skull and line up the
nose to the tip of the arrow and flip them over
so you can look down the pre piloted hole on
the mount and line it up with your pen mark on
the skull Drop the screw in the piloted hole and
drill into the skull. Tighten until mount is stable.
DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN. Recommended to
tighten by hand and not with the drill at this
point.

